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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 
        
       ) 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.    )  Docket No.  ER19-2522-002  
       )    
       ) 
    

COMMENTS OF THE AMERICAN WIND ENERGY ASSOCIATION, THE SOLAR 
ENERGY INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION, THE ADVANCED POWER ALLIANCE, 

SUSTAINABLE FERC PROJECT, AND THE SOLAR COUNCIL 
 

Pursuant to Rule 212 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (“Commission”),1 the American Wind Energy Association 

(“AWEA”),2 the Solar Energy Industries Association (“SEIA”),3 the Advanced Power Alliance 

(“APA”),4 the Sustainable FERC Project,5 and the Solar Council (“Council”)6 (collectively, 

“Renewable Advocates”), hereby submit these comments in response to the compliance filing 

(“Compliance Filing”7) of the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) in response to the 

Commission’s December 19, 2019, order in in Docket Nos. EL19-11-000, ER19-2522-000 and 

 
1 18 C.F.R. § 385.212 (2019). 
2 AWEA is a national trade association representing a broad range of entities with a common interest in encouraging 
the expansion and facilitation of wind energy resources in the United States. AWEA’s members include active 
participants in the markets administered by SPP.  
3 SEIA is the national trade association of the U.S. solar energy industry, which now employs more than 250,000 
Americans. SEIA works with its  member companies to build jobs and diversity, champion the use of cost 
competitive solar in America, remove market barriers and educate the public on the benefits of solar energy.  The 
comments contained in this filing represent the position of SEIA as a trade organization on behalf of the solar 
industry, but do not necessarily reflect the views of any particular member with respect to any issue. 
4 The Advanced Power Alliance is a trade organization representing renewable developers and public interest 
organizations interested in renewable development in the SPP and Electric Reliability Council of Texas regions of 
the United States. 
5 The Sustainable FERC Project (the “Project”) is an education and advocacy initiative that represents a consortium 
of national and regional environmental, consumer, and energy policy non-governmental organizations with members 
throughout the United States. The Project focuses on accelerating the deployment of renewable energy by 
advocating electric regulatory policies that remove barriers for these resources and ensure just and reasonable rates. 
6 The Solar Council is a group of companies participating in AWEA’s RTO Advisory Council that own, operate, 
develop, and finance solar projects and act, in coordination with AWEA, to advance joint goals before the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission and the nation’s regional transmission markets and independent system operators 
7 Submission of Exit Fee Compliance Revisions in Response to December 2019 Order, Docket No. ER19-2522-002 
(Apr. 29, 2020).   
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ER19-2523-000.8  The Renewable Advocates generally support the Compliance Filing, as it 

largely complies with the Commission’s directives in the December 2019 Order.  However, as 

described herein, the Renewable Advocates request that the Commission order SPP to make a 

clarifying revision to Section 4.3.2(b)(iii) of its proposed Membership Agreement.9   

I.  COMMENTS 

In the December 2019 Order, the Commission held that “Non-transmission owners 

should still be responsible for other obligations associated with their membership withdrawal, 

such as unpaid membership fees, dues, assessments, or charges, as well as costs, expenses, or 

liabilities incurred by SPP directly due to membership termination (excluding costs, expenses, or 

liabilities related to SPP’s long-term financial obligations),”10 (the “Applicable Holding”).  

Given the Applicable Holding, the Commission then directed SPP to file revisions to its 

governing documents that would ensure “that a withdrawing non-transmission owner is only 

exempt from paying a share of SPP’s long-term financial obligations, rather than all existing 

obligations associated with membership withdrawal.”11  

In response to the Commission’s directive, SPP proposes to add a sentence to Section 

4.3.2(a) of the Membership Agreement stating that “[a] Non-Transmission Owner Member shall 

pay all Existing Obligations as defined in Sections 4.3.2(b)(i)-(iii), calculated as of the 

Termination Date, and is subject to the obligations set forth in Sections 4.3.2(c)-(f).”12  

 
8 Am. Wind Energy Ass’n v. Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 167 FERC ¶ 61,033, order on reh’g, compliance, and section 205 
filing, 169 FERC ¶ 61,227 (2019) (“December 2019 Order”), order on clarification and rejecting late-filed request 
for rehearing, 170 FERC ¶ 61,277 (2020). 
9 Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Membership Agreement, First Revised Volume No. 3 (“Membership Agreement”). 
References in this filing to "Membership Agreement" refers to the version of SPP’s Membership Agreement 
currently in effect. "Proposed Membership Agreement" refers to a version reflecting the revisions proposed in the 
Compliance Filing.  
10 December 2019 Order at P 114.    
11 Id. 
12 See Proposed Membership Agreement at Section 4.3.2(a).   
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Moreover, SPP proposes to include “[a]ny costs, expenses or liabilities incurred by SPP directly 

due to the Termination, regardless of when incurred or payable,” in a newly proposed Section 

4.3.2(b)(iii) of the Membership Agreement that defines “Existing Obligations.”13  However, 

SPP’s proposed language introduces potential and unnecessary ambiguity regarding the precise 

types of costs that are to be borne by withdrawing non-Transmission Owner Members.  SPP’s 

newly proposed Section 4.3.2(b)(iii) is broadly worded, and could be interpreted in a manner that 

improperly applies to a wide range of potential costs, expenses and fees that are not appropriate 

for a withdrawing non-Transmission Owner Member to owe SPP upon withdrawal. 

Fortunately, the Commission provided additional direction regarding the types of costs 

and obligations that withdrawing non-Transmission Owner Members should be responsible for.  

Specifically, in a footnote immediately following the Applicable Holding, the Commission stated 

that “consistent with cost causation, we find that it is just and reasonable for withdrawing 

members to pay reasonable costs incurred by SPP to process or effectuate the member’s 

withdrawal.”14  Accordingly, the Commission clarified the scope of direct costs that are incurred 

by SPP that are connected to a Member withdrawing from SPP.  Renewable Advocates submit 

that the Commission’s direction should be coextensive with SPP’s proposed tariff language.  

However, SPP’s proposed Section 4.3.2(b)(iii), does not specify that the “costs, expenses, and 

liabilities” incurred by SPP related to a Member’s withdrawal are costs that are “incurred by SPP 

to process or effectuate the member’s withdrawal.” 

Accordingly, the Renewable Advocates request that the Commission instruct SPP to file 

the following,  revisions to its proposed Section 4.3.2(b)(iii) so that it fully complies with the 

Commission’s directive in the December 2019 Order: 

 
13 See id. at Section 4.3.2(b)(iii). 
14 See December 2019 Order at P 114, note 270 (emphasis added). 
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Any costs, expenses or liabilities incurred by SPP to process or effectuate the 
Member’s directly due to the Termination, regardless of when incurred or 
payable. 
 

Renewable Advocates are unaware of any SPP guidance document, business practice, or 

other material providing further detail regarding which costs might be included under 

4.3.2(b)(iii).  Without this specific clarification, SPP’s proposed language increases 

uncertainty, fails to effectuate the Commission’s clear instruction to remove barriers to 

participation in SPP,15 and may have a chilling effect on potential new members joining 

SPP.   

In the alternative, Renewable Advocates request that the Commission expressly 

clarify that it interprets SPP’s proposed language to only include direct costs, expenses, 

or liabilities incurred to process or effectuate a Member’s Termination. 

 
 
  

 
15 See e.g. Am. Wind Energy Ass'n, the Wind Coal. v. Southwest Power Pool, 167 FERC ¶ 61033 at P58(2019)(“By 
preventing many non-transmission owning entities from becoming members, the exit fee deprives them of the ability 
to vote on SPP initiatives and otherwise participate as members in the SPP stakeholder process. Consequently, the 
barrier to membership is one reason contributing to our finding that SPP's exit fee is unjust and unreasonable as 
applied to non-transmission owners.”). 
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II. CONCLUSION 
 

 WHEREFORE, for the aforementioned reasons, the Renewable Advocates respectfully 

request that the Commission accept its comments and order SPP to make the clarifying 

revisions to Section 4.3.2(b)(iii) Membership Agreement described herein. 
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